Abstract -A frequency domain performance analysis of Horn and Schunck's optical ow (HSOF) algorithm for estimation of deformable motion is presented. Noise sources in the algorithm are modeled using the discrete Fourier transform of the brightness pattern. This noise model along with the estimation error covariance function derived in previous work is used to derive an expression for the expected performance of the optical ow estimate which is valid for an arbitrary discrete brightness pattern. Simulation results are presented that demonstrate the validity of our methods and show that HSOF is more accurate that the optical ow estimate of Anandan for certain lowfrequency patterns.
I. INTRODUCTION
An important application in both image processing and computer vision is estimating the motion of deforming biological tissues from image sequences obtained with modalities such as ultrasound, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. The motion estimation problem in these applications di ers from those typically considered in the computer vision literature in three ways: (1) occlusion does not occur because the image is a 2D slice of a 3D object rather than a 2D projection of a 3D object; (2) the motion must often be estimated from only two image frames because the temporal sampling is often coarse; and (3) it is possible to modify the spatial brightness pattern of the deforming object itself | for example, by changing the acoustic frequency in ultrasound, using contrast agents in CT, and applying tags in MR 1] .
In the case of two-frame motion estimation in the presence of noise, di erential methods such as Horn and Schunck's optical ow algorithm (HSOF) 2] are thought to perform poorly relative to other methods because of the di culty of approximating spatial and temporal derivatives of a discrete image sequence 3]. Region matching techniques such as Anandan's optical ow algorithm (AOF) 4] are generally considered to perform better in this case because no derivatives are required 3]. Recent research, however, has shown that for deformable motion with no occlusion, the performance of HSOF is highly dependent on the brightness pattern of the object undergoing motion 5, 6] , and in applications such as MR tagging 1] where the brightness pattern of the object can be controlled, use of the optimal brightness pattern can result in accurate HSOF estimates of motion. Denney and Prince proposed a brightness pattern optimization procedure in 6] for a parametric class of patterns that was based on the estimation error covariance function derived by modeling HSOF as a stochastic linear smoother. This procedure computed the optimal tradeo between low frequency patterns which yield good derivative approximations and high frequency patterns which provide good information about the underlying velocity eld.
In this paper we extend the results of 6] by developing an HSOF performance measure that is valid for an arbitrary discrete pattern. Noise sources in the optical ow algorithm are modeled using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the brightness pattern. This noise model along with the estimation error covariance function derived in 6] is used to derive an expression for the expected performance of the optical ow estimate which we call the frequency domain expected performance (FDEP 
where 2 a is the variance of the additive noise in the image sequence, t is the temporal sampling period, and
Here, E is the expectation operator, H(') is the Hessian of the brightness pattern ', and v max is the maximum magnitude velocity vector in the true velocity eld. An expectation is required because H(') is modeled as a random matrix to account for random placement of ' relative to the image frame. The variance 2 v (') models errors in computing ' t from a pair of images with a twopoint forward di erence. A similar expression can be derived for any di erence formula for which the truncation error is known (see 6] for details). If an analytical expression for ' is available, 2 v (') can be computed in closed form (cf. 6] ). Equations (1)| (3) form the basis for the pattern optimization results in 6].
In 6] p was computed for a class of brightness patterns related by a single parameter. In this paper we derive a p for a broader class of brightness patterns by expanding ' in a Fourier series. We assume that ' is twice di erentiable, bandlimited, has nite energy, and is periodic '(x + T; y + T) = '(x; y)]. In this case ' can be expressed as the truncated (4) where ! m = 2 m=T, and ! n = 2 n=T. We now allow ' to have a random shift (q x ; q y ) relative to the image frame and a random orientation relative to the velocity eld. If we assume that q x and q y are uniformly distributed on 0; T) and is uniformly distributed on 0; 2 ), Equation (3) becomes (see 7] for details) 
where T = hN, H kl is the DFT of ' m; n], and ? is the index set fkl j k; l = 1; ; N 2 kl 6 = N 2 N 2 g.
Equations (2) and (6) that depends on its magnitude and distance from the frequency origin. We formulate the FDEP by incorporating Equations (2) and (6) into the average error covariance in (1). Our procedure for computing the FDEP is summarized in Fig. 1 .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
The FDEP for each of the sixteen brightness patterns in Fig. 2 
The MSE is plotted versus FDEP in Fig. 4 , where for each image we plot a circle at the location (x; y) = (FDEP, actual MSE) with the image number indicated near the circle. The dotted line in each plot represents a linear regression t to the data points; the solid line is the line y = x.
The linear regression calculation has a strong correlation (correlation coe cient 0.96) between the actual MSE and the FDEP. This means that the FDEP is a good predictor of the relative performance of di erent images | i.e., that we can reliably order their performance. Since most of the circles lie far away from the y = x line, however, the FDEP is a relatively poor predictor of the actual MSE. We note, however, that the synthetic images tend to lie near the y = x line while the natural scenes tend to lie far above it. It follows that the actual performance of the natural scenes is far worse than we predicted. Since the main di erence between these synthetic and natural images is their bandwidth, we conclude that the FDEP is more accurate at predicting the quantitative value of the actual MSE in low bandwidth images than in higher bandwidth images.
To demonstrate the e ect of high frequency components on both the expected performance of HSOF and the actual MSE, Pattern 10 (peppers) was ltered by a series of low-pass lters with di erent cuto frequencies. For each cuto frequency the FDEP of the ltered pattern was computed and an image pair was simulated for the velocity eld in Fig. 3 . show that our method can accurately predict the relative expected performance of HSOF for a given set of imaging and velocity eld parameters but does not correctly predict the quantitative error, especially for images with high frequency content. Our results also suggest that for a given set of imaging and velocity parameters, images having bandwidth greater than or less than a critical frequency f c tend to have poorer performance than those having bandwidth f c . This idea may be useful in determining the bandwidth of spatio-temporal pre-lters for conventional motion estimation applications. Developing an analytic formula for f c is a subject of future research.
Finally, our results suggest that one reason why HSOF is generally considered to be a poor algorithm for motion estimation by the computer vision community is that it has been typically applied in situations where the brightness patterns have signi cant frequency components above f c .
Our simulation results suggest that when the brightness patterns have a lower frequency content, the quantitative accuracy of HSOF is at least competitive with | and in some cases much better than | region-matching algorithms. An interesting subject of future research is to derive optimal brightness patterns for other algorithms such as AOF and compare the performance of the di erent algorithms with each algorithm using its optimal pattern. 
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